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Introduction

RenderScript Basic Tutorial for Android OS provides guidelines on using the RenderScript in application development for Android OS version 4.2.2 and higher.

The focus of the tutorial is on the RenderScript, its kernel language, and Java API. Since the tutorial uses only Java, even though Native (C/C++) analogs for RenderScript API exist, and since RenderScript kernels are actually Just-In-Time as well, the resulting application binary can be executed on any device running the supported version of the Android OS.

The tutorial application is a minimalistic GUI activity that displays the computation results and statistics. It implements a simple full-screen image processing algorithm, with which you can interact through screen touches. After launching the tutorial application, a built-in image is displayed, and no post-processing happens until user interaction begins.

When you touch the screen, an animated growing circle centered at coordinates of the touch appears, and all pixels that are inside the circle become black and white. The circle continues to grow each frame until the complete picture becomes black and white.

Since the tutorial uses only Java, even though Native (C/C++) analogs for RenderScript API exist, and since RenderScript kernels are actually Just-In-Time as well, the resulting application binary can be executed on any device running the supported version of the Android OS.

Look into README.txt for more details on the tutorial file structure and build/run steps.

What is RenderScript?

RenderScript is a framework designed by Google for performing data-parallel computation in Android-based devices. RenderScript kernels and intrinsics may be accelerated by an integrated GPU. Thanks to tight integration of the RenderScript with the Android OS through Java APIs, you can perform data-parallel computations from Java applications in the efficient way. The communication and memory management between the two levels of code is facilitated automatically, so you do not need to code much for things like data conversions, marshaling, and so on. The RenderScript runtime also takes care of the efficient scheduling and parallelizing of work on the right processor available on a device.

The tutorial covers the important concepts you should understand to begin with the RenderScript.

Running and Controlling the Tutorial

If you compile the tutorial using the Eclipse IDE, you should be able to run the tutorial on the device directly from the IDE. Refer to Android documentation for details on building and running from Eclipse with ADT. Alternatively, you can use the ADB utility from the Android SDK platform-tools to install the pre-built executable yourself from bin/AndroidBasicRenderScript.apk.

Finally, if you have neither IDE nor even Android SDK, nor ADB, you may copy the pre-built APK to the device over regular USB and install it directly on the device using any file manager for Android OS.

After successful installation, the tutorial application becomes available on the device with the following icon:
Upon launching, the tutorial starts in the full-screen mode and displays an image, which is being updated with the results of applying the RenderScript kernel to each frame. On the right-top corner you can find the current FPS and corresponding frame time (tagged “Frame”) and the time taken by the RenderScript kernel itself (tagged “Effect”). The compute API itself is also shown at the left topmost corner (“RenderScript”).

The effect or processing that applies to the input image originally loaded from the application resources is computing the “circle of black-and-white” with the dedicated RenderScript kernel. The effect becomes apparently visible upon a screen touch. Specifically, the origin of the circle is the point of touch, so when you touch the screen the new circle appears and expands over time. For each input pixel, the RenderScript kernel determines if the pixel is inside or outside the circle. It then outputs the outer pixels untouched, while converting the inner pixels to the black-and-white for the output and also draws a thin circle border.

The **TakePhoto** button enables you to replace the default image for processing with the picture taken from the camera of your device. For details and the general machinery of this functionality including the update of the input Allocation with new picture from the camera, refer to the tutorial code. The code that handles the camera is intentionally simplified (for example it does not handle camera orientation) to keep focus on the core tutorial topic which is RenderScript.

**RenderScript Java* APIs**

Android OS offers a Java* API (android.renderscript class package) for managing the RenderScript resources and kernel execution.
Basic steps to use RenderScript from the Java code:

- Creating a RenderScript context via `RenderScript.create()` that returns the new RenderScript context.
  
  - `RenderScript.create()` is a static method that accepts instance of the `android.content.context`, that is the interface to the application environment including the target SDK version.
  
  - The tutorial has only a single RenderScript that spans the general `Activity` lifetime:
    ```java
    RenderScript rs = RenderScript.create(this);
    ```

- Creating scripts via reflected Java class for user-defined scripts.
  
  - Named as `ScriptC_filename`, where `filename` is a name of the script (`*.rs`) file.
  
  - Since the tutorial comes with a `process.rs`, the Java code to create the script appears as:
    ```java
    ScriptC_process script = new ScriptC_process(rs);
    ```

- Creating `Allocation` that are memory abstractions to be passed to the script kernel as input and output.
  
  - Each `Allocation` contains a fixed amount of data of the type, specified when created with `createTyped(RenderScript, Type)`, or, for example, an `Allocation` can contain bitmap data when created with `createFromBitmap(RenderScript, Bitmap)`.
  
  - The tutorial has an "input" (read-only) `Allocation` created from the original bitmap, and another (write-only) `Allocation` for the kernel outputs.

- Executing the kernel. The reflected Java class for the tutorial script has an auto-generated method to issue the "process" kernel, named `forEach_process()`. The method accepts two `Allocation` (input and output). In this tutorial, the kernel executes over the entire input `Allocation`. Also prior to kernel execution, the values for the script global variables are set via methods from the same "reflected" class `ScriptC_process`. Methods are automatically created using the naming scheme `set_globalname()`, where `globalname` is the name of the variable in the script. This tutorial utilized a few script global variables:
  
  - `xTouchApply` and `yTouchApply` for the touch coordinates (to define the center of the circle)
    ```java
    script.set_xTouchApply(xTouchApply);
    script.set_yTouchApply(yTouchApply);
    ```
  
  - `radiusHi` and `radiusLo` for the circle inner/outer radii that are computed on the host using the current timestamp
    ```java
    script.set_radiusHi(radiusHi);
    script.set_radiusLo(radiusLo);
    ```

- Copying data out of the output `Allocation`.
  
  - This is needed to expose the data to the Java and, eventually, to the screen. This tutorial application copies from `Allocation` back to the Bitmap:
    ```java
    AllocationOut.copyTo(outputBitmap);
    ```

The last two steps (executing the kernel and copying the result back to Java) happen each frame, followed by a "worker" thread posting a Runnable, which is "call to action", to the UI thread, so it accepts the updated bitmap and invalidates the respective view (to display the result):

```java
outputImageView.setImageBitmap(outputBitmap);
outputImageView.invalidate();
```
RenderScript Kernels

RenderScript kernels reside in RS files in the regular source directory. Each RS file constitutes a script. Every script has a set of global variables and kernels.

The script can include several compute kernels. Essentially, each kernel is a parallel function that is executed for each Element within the input Allocation. Also there is special case of serial RenderScript functions (called invokables) that can be called from Java code with arbitrary arguments.

Let’s look at the typical RenderScript script and an example kernel declaration:

```c
#pragma version(1)
#pragma rs java_package_name(com.intel.sample.androidbasicrs)

//script globals
int radiusHi;
...

//script global constants
const float4 gWhite = {1.f, 1.f, 1.f, 1.f};
...

//kernel declaration
uchar4 __attribute__((kernel)) root(const uchar4 in, uint32_t x, uint32_t y)
{
//kernel body
  float4 f4 = rsUnpackColor8888(in);
  ... 
  uchar4 out;
  ...
  return out;
}
```

Here are a few important caveats about this code:

- A pragma in the first line declares the version of the RenderScript kernel language used in this script with 1 being the only valid value for today;
- Second pragma declaration - #pragma rs java_package_name - declares the package name for the Java class that reflects this script.

This particular declaration of the kernel `root` is specific for API Level 17 (Android 4.2.2):

- Notice the __attribute__((kernel)) applied to the function prototype. This tags the kernel in contrast to the regular (serial) invokable function of the script.
- The first in argument is somewhat special. For example, it has a type, automatically matching the input Allocation passed to the kernel. Similarly, the return value of the kernel is automatically stored to the corresponding location in the output Allocation. It is automatically checked that the Element types of the input and output Allocations match the kernel declaration.
- The kernel is executed across the entire input Allocation (which can be altered via an additional LaunchOptions parameters for the script.forEach_root() function) so its body is issued once per each Element in the input Allocation. Thus there is one output Allocation entry per input Allocation value.
- A kernel is passed with the coordinates of the current execution: x, y (and z in the case of 3-d iteration space arguments). These arguments are optional for use inside a kernel, so this tutorial application ignores them. For example of kernel that does use x and y refer below.

For the subsequent Android API Levels, the kernel declarations are getting somewhat relaxed. Still, it is important to understand that a kernel has a single input and single output Allocation. If more Allocations are needed, those objects should be bound to the rs_allocation script globals.
Binding an Allocation via script global also enables to access arbitrary Elements of the allocation via rsGetElementAt_type() and rsSetElementAt_type(). This is a useful alternative to the plain Element-in/Element-out approach the default kernel declaration offers. For example, if you need to gather the input Elements neighboring to the current, you define the input Allocation as global. Consider the example for API Level 19:

```java
...
rs_allocation in;

void root(uchar4 *out, uint32_t x, uint32_t y)
{
    float4 f4_center = rsUnpackColor8888(rsGetElementAt(in, x, y));
    float4 f4_1      = rsUnpackColor8888(rsGetElementAt(in, x+1,y));
    float4 f4_2      = rsUnpackColor8888(rsGetElementAt(in, x  ,y+1));
    ...
}
```

### Tutorial Application Structure

The tutorial comprises a single Activity (sub-classed in the MainActivity.java) that interacts with the user. The Activity takes care of creating a full-screen window, in which takes place the UI, and which consists of the following elements:

- TextViews to print the performance statistics on the screen.
- A single ImageView to output the result of the computations that the RenderScript produces.

The visual structure of the GUI elements and the associated logic, like the relative layout, is declared in XML, see activity_main.xml in the \res\layout folder.

### Separating RenderScript Kernel and UI Thread Executions

One particularly important concept in the mobile domain is "Keeping Your Application Responsive". Android applications typically run in a single thread, which is the "UI thread" by default. The thread handles UI events. Any high-latency operations within this thread should be minimized, in order to keep the application GUI responsive.

Thus the first important tip is to utilize the rich set of task and threading primitives in the Android API to execute any potentially long-running operations, such as computationally intensive RenderScript kernels via some sort of asynchronous requests.

To express the producer-consumer relations between the UI and the RenderScript in this tutorial, which is the UI thread displaying or "consuming" bitmaps that RenderScript kernel updates or "produces", it uses a scheme with a dedicated "worker" thread. This thread computes the updated images and notifies the UI thread upon completion, so the UI thread updates the screen with the result.

### Android Application Lifecycle Events

From the purposes of this tutorial, there are few important methods that the Activity needs to implement:

- onCreate is where the activity is initialized. Most importantly, beyond actually setting Views with resources defining the UI, the general RenderScript context initialization is taking place here.
- onStart/onStop () where the application becomes visible and invisible to the user. Most importantly this is the place where "worker" thread is paused/resumed.
OnWindowsFocusChanged(boolean) which is called (with 'true' as a parameter) when all of the UI have been successfully loaded and created properly.

- In this function it is safe to initialize bitmaps for double-buffering, because here you already know your widgets dimensions.
- This is also a place where a dedicated "worker" thread is spawned, since the memory resources are already initialized at this point.

- OnDestroy, the final call to the application to release resources and enable the "worker" thread to exit.

Limitations

The focus of this tutorial is on the RenderScript APIs, not advanced topics like Android application lifetime caveats, so for simplicity this tutorial uses screen orientation fixed to the 'landscape'. So images you taken with camera (refer to the GUI section) might be rotated.

Using bitmaps without more efficient surface handling is also for simplicity. In real performance/power oriented application one may want to use OpenGL surfaces instead.

Notes on Threading

Unlike potential alternatives based on any notion of a "async task issued by the UI thread", which would essentially inverse the producer-consumer relations, the worker thread is not popping up each time the UI thread needs an updated image. Instead, it produces the images and waits for the UI thread to consume them. This is implemented through a couple of conditional variables.

The lifetime of the worker thread spans the lifetime of the Activity itself, so this ensures no expensive thread creation or deletion happens behind the scene. Similarly, the double-buffering scheme prevents the intensive resource manipulation for the output Bitmaps.

Consider the loop the worker thread executes simplified to the pseudo-code for brevity:

```java
public void run()
{
    // Check if the application is exiting, so you don’t need frames anymore.
    while(!isShuttingDown)
    {
        // Conditional that allows the thread to sleep when
        // the application is not in focus.
        isGoing.block();
        // Conditional that prevents output to the bitmap the UI thread
        // displays now.
        isRendering.block();
        {
            // Check if you need to update the input image (after
            // default photo replaced image captured from the camera).
            // Swap bitmaps used for processing and displaying.
            // Actual call to the kernel
            step();
            // Block the thread from computing next
            // frame to the same bitmap.
            isRendering.close();
            // issue the Bitmap/View update on behalf of
```
// UI thread via post
outputImageView.post
{
    outputImageView.setImageBitmap(outputBitmap);
    outputImageView.invalidate();
    // allow the worker thread to process the next frame
    isRendering.open();
};
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